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How Not to Read Situationist Books
n KEN KNABB (TRANSLATION) ◼
SITUATIONISTISCHE INTERNATIONALE
If the SI’s activity had not recently led
to some publicly scandalous and threatening consequences it is certain that no
French publication would have reviewed our recent books. François
Châtelet ingenuously admits as much in
the Nouvel Observateur (3 January
1968): “One’s first impulse when confronted with such works is purely and
simply to exclude them, to leave this absolutist point of view in the realm of
the absolute — the realm of the nonrelative and unmentioned.” But having left
us in the realm of the unmentioned, the
organizers of this conspiracy of silence
have within a few years seen this
strange “absolute” fall on their heads
and turn out to be not very distinct
from present history, from which they
themselves were absolutely separated.
All their efforts were unable to prevent
this “old mole” from making his way toward daylight. [...]
So it is that publications in France have
felt obliged to devote several dozen articles to discussing our books. Nearly as
many have appeared in the foreign
press, the latter being somewhat more
honest and informed. Some have even
contained praises, which there is no
point going into here. [...] In order to
avoid tedious repetition, we will limit
ourselves to examining (and incidentally noting the main motivations of)
three typical attitudes, each one manifesting itself in relation to one of our
books: the attitudes of an academic
Marxist, a psychoanalyst, and an ultraleftist militant.
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Les cheminements ténébreux de la révolution
«L’Espresso» du 24 mars 1968, consacrant un
numéro spécial aux troubles qui commençaient à se
répandre parmi les «étudiants» de plusieurs pays, a
publié, sous le titre Leurs prophètes, une sorte de
schéma des origines théoriques de cette agitation.
L’ignorance absolue qui l’inspire n’en est que plus
portée à revêtir le style d‘une ﬁgure géométrique
(dans laquelle, par exemple, Guy Debord n‘est placé
en relation directe qu‘avec Freud et Rudi Dutschke,
ce qui est à la fois trop et trop peu). Le commentaire
de «L’Espresso» est aussi embrumé que son schéma :
«ils ont plus ou moins les mêmes maîtres, ils se
réfèrent aux mêmes textes : mais ils ne constituent
pas une église monoiithique. Entre eux, les mouvements étudiants se distinguent par une série de nuances subtiles, et pas toujours dépourvues d’importance, qui parfois tournent nettement à la
polémique. Ce que nous présentons ici est une sorte
d’atlas idéologique, un arbre généalogique des principales positions du mouvement universitaire. Il serait
excessif cependant d’attribuer à une telle carte une
absolue rigueur scientiﬁque.»

During the early 1950s Claude Lefort
was a revolutionary and one of the
main theorists of the journal Socialisme
ou Barbarie — regarding which we stated in Internationale Situationniste #10
that it had sunk to run-of-the-mill academic speculation on the level of Arguments and that it was bound to disappear (which it confirmed by folding a
month or two later). By that time Lefort

had already been separated from it for
years, having been in the forefront of
the opposition to any form of revolutionary organization, which he denounced
as inevitably doomed to bureaucratization. Since this distressing discovery he
has consoled himself by taking up an ordinary academic career and writing in
La Quinzaine Littéraire. In the 1 February 1968 issue of that periodical
this very knowledgeable but domesticated man makes a critique of The Society
of the Spectacle. He begins by acknowledging that the book has some merits.
Its use of Marxian methodology, and
even of détournement, has not escaped
him, though he fails to notice its debt
to Hegel. But the book nevertheless
seems academically unacceptable to
him for the following reason: “Debord
adds thesis upon thesis, but he does not
advance; he endlessly repeats the same
idea: that the real is inverted in ideology, that ideology, changed in its
essence in the spectacle, passes itself off
for the real, and that it is necessary to
overthrow ideology in order to bring
the real back into its own. It makes little difference what particular topic he
treats, this idea is reflected in all the
others. It is only due to his exhaustion
that he has stopped at the 221st thesis.”
Debord readily admits that he found, at
the 221st thesis, that he had said quite
enough, and had accomplished exactly
what he had set out to do: make an
“endless” description of what the spectacle is and how it can be overthrown.
The fact that “this idea is reflected in
all the others” is precisely what we consider the characteristic of a dialectical
book. Such a book does not have to “advance,” like some doctoral dissertation
on Machiavelli, toward the approval of
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a board of examiners and the attainment of a diploma. (And as Marx put it
in the Afterword to the second German
edition of Capital, regarding the way
the dialectical “method of presentation” may he viewed, “This reflecting
may make it seem as if we had before
us a mere a priori construction.”) The Society of the Spectacle does not hide its a
priori engagement, nor does it attempt
to derive its conclusions from academic
argumentation. It is written only to
show the concrete coherent field of application of a thesis that already exists
at the outset, a thesis deriving from the
investigations that revolutionary criticism has made of modern capitalism. In
our opinion, it is basically a book that
lacked nothing but one or more revolutions. Which were not long in coming.
But Lefort, having lost all interest in
this kind of theory and practice, finds
that the book is an ivory tower world
closed in on itself: “One would have expected this book to be a violent attack
against its adversaries, but in fact this
ostentatious discourse has no other aim
than showing off. Admittedly it has a
certain beauty. The style is flawless.
Since any question that does not have
an automatic response has been banished from the very first lines, one
would search in vain for any fault.” The
misinterpretation is total: Lefort sees a
sort of Mallarméan purity in a book
which, as a negative of spectacular society (in which also, but in an inverse
manner, any question that does not
have an automatic response is banished
at every moment), ultimately seeks
nothing other than to overthrow the existing relation of forces in the factories
and the streets.
After this general rejection of the book,
Lefort still wants to play the Marxist regarding a few details in order to remind
us that this is his specialty, the reason
he gets assignments from intellectual
periodicals. Here he begins to falsify in
order to give himself the opportunity of
introducing a pedantic reminder of
what is well known. He solemnly announces that Debord has changed “the
commodity into the spectacle,” which
transformation is “full of consequences.” He ponderously summarizes
what Marx says on the commodity,
then falsely charges Debord with having said that “the production of the
phantasmagoria governs that of com-
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modities,” whereas in fact the exact opposite is clearly stated in The Society of
the Spectacle, notably in the second
chapter where the spectacle is defined
as simply a moment of the development
of commodity production. [...]

Les jeux de l’époque
Cet intéressant problème est extrait d’une série de
tests publiée dans la revue Constellation, de mars
1969, sous le titre «Connaissez-vous la Révolution ?»
Nous pouvons rassurer les éventuels perdants, en
leur disant : «Ce n‘est que partie remise».

We sink lower still with André
Stéphane’s Univers contestationnaire
(Payot, 1969), the thirteenth chapter of
which is a critique of Vaneigem’s The
Revolution of Everyday Life. The publisher announces that “Stéphane” is the
pseudonym of “two psychoanalysts.”
Judging by their colossal ineptitude
and parody of “orthodox Freudianism,”
they could just as well have been twenty-two, or the work could have been
done by a computer programmed for
psychoanalysis. Since the authors are
psychoanalysts, Vaneigem is naturally
insane. He is paranoid, this is why he
has so perfectly expressed in advance
the May movement and various distressing tendencies of the entire society. It’s
really only a matter of fantasies, delirium, rejection of the objective world
and of the oedipal problem, fusional
narcissism, exhibitionism, sadistic impulses, etc. They crown their monument of imbecilities by professing to admire the book “as a work of art.” Unfortunately this book has fallen into bad
hands: the May movement horrified our
psychiatrists by its blind violence, its inhuman terrorism, its nihilist cruelty
and its explicit goal of destroying civilization and perhaps even the planet.
When they hear the word “festival”
they reach for their electrodes; they insist that one get back to the serious,
never doubting for a moment that they

themselves are excellent representatives of the seriousness of psychoanalysis and of social life and that they can
write about all that without making
people laugh. Even the people who had
the foolishness to be the customers of
this Laurel and Hardy of mental
medicine told them that after May they
felt less depressed and dissociated. [...]
For these psychoanalysts there is no
doubt that this May movement, which
they analyze with such brilliant penetration, consisted exclusively of students (these police dogs of the detection of the
irrational have not for one moment
found it abnormal and unexplainable
that a mere outburst of student vandalism was able to paralyze the economy
and the state in a large industrial country). Moreover, according to them all
students are rich, living in comfort and
abundance, without any discernable rational reason for discontent: they enjoy
all the benefits and virtually none of
the drawbacks of a happy society that
has never been less repressive. Our psychoanalysts thus conclude that this socioeconomic happiness, evidently enjoyed by all the May rebels, has revealed the inner, existential misery of
people who had an “infantile desire”
for the absolute, people whose immaturity makes them incapable of profiting
from the “benefits” of modern society,
thus demonstrating “an incapacity of libidinal expression in the external world
due to internal conflicts.” [...]

Le point culminant de l’offensive du spectacle
Cette image fut assez remarquée quand elle passa,
en octobre 1967, sur la chaîne protestante de la télévision hollandaise. Son directeur, qui se trouve être un
ancien prédicateur, déciara alors : «Nous voulions
montrer que des femmes nues peuvent être très
belles». On peut admettre que là, l’inversion spectaculaire de la vie réelle avait atteint un indépassable sommet. Dans leur assurance grandissante, les experts
des mass media se proposent de révéler au bétail qui
les contemple une vérité dont on semble croire
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qu’elle lui aurait autrement à jamais échappé ; et ils

undefensible.

se flattent de cette contribution au progrès culturel

Our critic says he is disappointed with
the book, “especially since the several
months’ period of writing time should
have made possible something better.”
In fact, although the book only appeared at the end of October 1968, it is
clearly indicated in the introduction (p.
8) that it was completed July 26. It was
then immediately sent to the publisher,
after which no alterations were made
apart from the addition of two short
notes (pp. 20 and 209) explicitly dated
October, concerning post-July developments in Czechoslovakia and Mexico.

des foules qu’ils sont persuadés d’avoir réduites à
une passivité déﬁnitive et absolue. Et, bien sûr, on
leur livre cette réalité, après les autres, précisément
sous la forme où elle échappe à tout usage concret, à
toute communication réelle, derrière la vitrine du
spectacle inaccessible qui «a pris en charge la totalité de l‘existence humaine». Comme pour conﬁrmer la
pensée dialectique de Clausewitz, le spectacle, au moment où il a poussé si loin son invasion de la vie sociale, va connaître le début du renversement du rapport de forces. Dans les mois suivants, l’histoire et la
vie réelle sont revenues à l’assaut du ciel spectaculaire. Et cette contre-offensive ne s’arrêtera pas
avant la ﬁn du monde de la séparation.

At the end of 1966 Rector Bayen of
Strasbourg declared to the press that we
should be dealt with by psychiatrists. In
the following year he saw the abolition
of the “University Psychological Aid
Centers” of Strasbourg and Nantes, and
eighteen months later the crumbling of
his whole fine university world along
with a great number of his hierarchical
superiors. Finally, though a bit late, the
psychiatrists with which we were
threatened have arrived, and made this
critique of Vaneigem. They have probably disappointed those who were hoping for a final solution of the situationist problem.
René Viénet’s book [Enragés and Situationists in the Occupations Movement] has
not had the honors of psychiatry, but
has been criticized in an article in issue
#2 of Révolution Internationale, the journal of an ultraleftist group that is anti-Trotskyist and non-Bordigist, but
scarcely disengaged from Leninism: it is
still aiming at reconstituting the wise
leadership of a true “party of the proletariat” which this time, however,
promises to remain democratic once it
manages to come into existence. This
group’s ideas are a bit too musty for it
to be of interest to discuss them here.
Since we are dealing with people who
have revolutionary intentions, we will
merely point out a few of their specific
falsifications. Such falsification is in our
opinion much more inconsistent with the
activity of a revolutionary organization
than the mere assertion of erroneous
theories, which can always be discussed
and corrected. Moreover, those who
think they have to falsify texts in order
to defend their theses thereby implicitly admit that their theses are otherwise
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Our critic then reproaches the book for
“yielding to current fashion” — that is,
in fact, to our own style, since it adopts
the same sort of presentation as the previous issues of Internationale Situationniste — because it includes photos and
comics; and he reproaches the situationists for being contemptuous of “the
great infantile mass of workers” by aiming to divert them as do the capitalist
press and cinema. He sternly notes that
“it is above all the action of the Enragés
and situationists that is described,” only to add immediately: “which, moreover, is stated in the title.” Viénet proposed to draw up an immediate report
on our activities in the May period, accompanied with our analyses and some
documents, considering that this would
constitute a valuable documentation for
understanding May, particularly for
those who will have to act in future crises of the same type (it is with the same
purpose that we have further taken up
these questions in this issue). This experience may seem useful to some and
negligible to others, depending on how
they think and what they really are. But
what is certain is that without Viénet’s
book this precise documentation would
have been unknown (or known only
fragmentarily and falsely) by many people. The title says clearly enough what
it’s about.
Without going so far as to insinuate
that there is the slightest false detail in
this report, our critic contends that
Viénet has given too large a place to
our action, that we have imagined it to
have been “preponderant.” “Reduced to
its correct proportions, the place occupied by the situationists was certainly
inferior to that of numerous other
groups, or in any case not superior.”

We don’t really know where the “certainty” of his comparison comes from,
as if it were a matter of weighing the total amount of paving stones that each
group threw in the same direction at
the same building. The CRS and even
the Maoists certainly had a “greater
place” in the crisis than we had, a
greater weight. The question is in what
direction the force of one or another
grouping was exerted. If we restrict ourselves to the revolutionary current, a
great number of unorganized workers
obviously had a weight so determinative that no group can even be compared with them; but this tendency did
not become the conscious master of its
own action. If — since our critic seems
more interested in a sort of race among
the “groups” (and perhaps he is thinking of his?) — we restrict ourselves to
groups holding clearly revolutionary positions, we know very well that they
were not so “numerous”! And in this
case one would have to specify which
groups one is referring to and what they
did, instead of leaving everything in a
mysterious vagueness, merely deciding
that the specific action of the SI, in relation to these unknown groups, was “certainly inferior,” and then — what is a
bit different — “not superior.”
In reality, Révolution Internationale reproaches the situationists for having
said, for years, that a new setting out of
the revolutionary proletarian movement was to be expected from a modern critique of the new conditions of oppression and the new contradictions
those conditions were bringing to light.
For RI fundamentally there is nothing
new in capitalism, nor therefore in the
critique of it; the occupations movement presented nothing new; the concepts of “spectacle” or of “survival,” the
critique of the commodity attaining a
stage of abundant production, etc., are
only empty words. It can be seen that
these three series of postulates are all
interlinked.

Connaissances du Larousse
On sait que le Larousse, voici quelques années, se
ridiculisa en donnant Karkunfelstein comme nom
véritable du politicien qui se serait fait connaître
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sous le pseudonyme de Léon Blum : c’était une grossière plaisanterie antisémite des années 30, dont personne n’avait jamais été dupe, à l’exception tardive
de ce malheureux dictionnaire. Quand il lui prend fantaisie, en 1969, de déﬁnir les situationnistes, on voit
que sa rigueur intellectuelle reste à la hauteur de la
réputation qu’il a méritée.

If the situationists were merely fanatics
of intellectual innovation, Révolution Internationale, which knows everything
about proletarian revolution since 1920
or 1930, would attach no importance to
them. What our critic objects to is that
we showed at the same time that these
new developments in capitalism, and
consequently the new developments in
its negation, are also rediscovering their
connections with the old truth of the previously vanquished proletarian revolution. This is very annoying to RI because it wants to possess this old truth
without any newness mixed in, whether
such newness arises within reality or in
the theories of the SI or others. Here begins the falsification. RI excerpts a few
sentences from pages 13 and 14 of
Viénet’s book, where he recapitulates
these basic banalities of the unaccomplished revolution, and adds a bunch of
marginal notes like a professor’s red ink
corrections: “It’s really wonderful that
the SI ‘readily’ affirms what all workers
and revolutionaries already knew”;
“what a marvelous discovery!”; “obviously”; etc. But the excerpts from these
two pages are, if we may say so, rather
artfully selected. One of them, for example, is quoted exactly as follows: “The
SI knew well (...) that the emancipation
of the workers still clashed everywhere
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with bureaucratic organizations.” What
are the words deleted by this opportune
parenthesis? Here is the exact sentence:
“The SI knew well, as did so many workers with no means of expressing it, that
the emancipation of the workers still
clashed everywhere with bureaucratic
organizations.” RI’s method is as obvious as the existence of class struggle,
which this group seems to imagine itself the exclusive owner of — the class
struggle to which Viénet was explicitly
referring in response to “so many commentators” having the means of expressing themselves in books and newspapers who “agreed that the movement
was unforeseeable.”
And, always so as to deny that the SI
has said in advance any truth on the
nearness of a new period of the revolutionary movement, RI, which does not
at all want this period to be new, asks
ironically how the SI can claim to have
foreseen this crisis; and why it didn’t appear until exactly fifty years after the
defeat of the Russian revolution —
“why not thirty or seventy?” The answer is very simple. Even leaving aside
the fact that the SI followed rather
closely the rise of certain elements of
the crisis (in Strasbourg, Turin and Nanterre, for example), we predicted the content, not the date.
The Révolution Internationale group may
very well be in total disagreement with
us when it comes to judging the content of the occupations movement, as it
is more generally at variance with the
comprehension of its era and therefore
with the forms of practical action that

other revolutionaries have already begun to appropriate. But if we scorn the
Révolution Internationale group and
want no contact with it, it is not because of the content of its somewhat
musty theoretical science, but because
of the petty-bureaucratic style it is naturally led to adopt in order to defend
that content. The form and content of
its perspectives are in accord with each
other, both dating from the same dismal years.
But modern history has also created the
eyes that know how to read us.
Situationist International: Situationistisch / Situationist: All das,
was sich auf die Theorie oder auf die
praktische Tätigkeit von Situationen
bezieht. Derjenige, der sich damit
beschäftigt, Situationen zu konstruieren. Mitglied der situationistischen Internationale.
Situationismus: Sinnloses Wort, missbräuchlich durch Ableitung des vorigen gebildet. Einen Situationismus
gibt es nicht — was eine Doktrin zur
Interpretation der vorhandenen Tatsachen bedeuten würde. Selbstverständlich haben sich die Anti-Situationisten den Begriff „Situationismus“ ausgedacht.
Ken Knabb: Geboren 1945 in
Louisiana. Autor, Übersetzer und
radikaler Theoretiker, Betreiber des
Website Bureau of Public Secrets.
License of this contribution
Gemeinfrei
Gemeinfrei
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